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What mandatory details are required for a regular withdrawal?

7IM must have a nominated UK bank account on record for the withdrawal portfolio.

What frequency options are available for withdrawal/sell down?

Monthly/Quarterly/Half Yearly/Yearly.

What is the minimum withdrawal amount?

£50.

What is the minimum sell down amount?

£50 per portfolio.

Is there a minimum amount for an individual sell trade?

There is no minimum amount for an individual sell trade however it will not be possible to sell less than a single 
share in a security that trades in whole units e.g. ETFs.

What sell down options can be used to fund a regular withdrawal?

• Proportional sell

• Largest holding

• Nominated holding(s)

What payment/sell down dates are available?

Any day of the month (except for the 7IM SIPP).

Can I set an end date for a regular withdrawal or sell down?

No, but you can cancel an instruction online when it is no longer needed.

What are the 7IM SIPP payroll dates?

Payroll dates for 7IM SIPP are the 1st and 15th of the month. Clients should expect payments to arrive in their 
bank account on these dates.



What are the timescales for setting up or amending regular withdrawals and sell downs?

Instructions for new and amended regular withdrawals must be input 6 workings days before the  
withdrawal date.

For the 7IM SIPP, instructions for new and amended regular withdrawals must be input 14 workings days prior to 
the instructed payroll date.

Will a regular withdrawal be accounted for in a flexi ISA allowance?

Yes.

Instructing regular withdrawals on a 7IM SIPP

A 7IM SIPP Taking Benefits form must always be submitted in support of a regular withdrawal instruction 
submitted into the Platform. Instructions submitted into Platform will be put on hold pending receipt of a taking 
benefits form.

Using a regular withdrawal to take income from a 7IM SIPP

The income amount stated in a regular withdrawal instruction must be the GROSS amount i.e. amount prior to 
deductible income tax. We will then deduct income tax as appropriate and pay out the net amount to the client.

Instructing regular withdrawals on a 3rd party wrapper (i.E. SIPP/Bond)

New and amended regular withdrawal instructions submitted into the Platform for SIPP and Bond accounts 
require authorisation from the relevant trustee/provider and will not be activated until 7IM have received and 
processed the appropriate authority from the trustee/provider.

Will the system look to use cash available in alternative portfolios?

No. Where (for whatever reason) a sell down trade fails to raise the instructed sell down amount it will use any 
available cash in the specified sell down portfolio. It will not look to an alternative portfolio to cover a shortfall.

The same applies for a regular withdrawal. If there is not sufficient cash to cover the instructed withdrawal 
amount the system will not look to an alternative portfolio to cover a shortfall.

How will regular withdrawal payments be made?

Payments are made by BACS (3 to 5 working days) to the client’s nominated bank account.

Can I make a withdrawal to a non uk bank account

No, regular withdrawals can only be set up to pay to UK bank accounts.
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What happens in the event of a shortfall?

Where (for whatever reason) a sale trade fails to raise the intended sell down amount we will use any available 
cash in that portfolio/sub account to meet the withdrawal amount. 

We will not use cash in any other portfolio to cover a shortfall.

The Regular Withdrawals Summary screen will highlight any instructions that have failed or that we know are 
going to fail due to insufficient funds.

A new section in the Platform Dashboard (front page) will alert users to any issues in the service. 

Which accounts are not available within the service?

• Junior ISA

• ISA APS

Can a regular withdrawal portfolio be used outside of the regular withdrawals service?

No. The regular withdrawals portfolio (suffix R) is dedicated specifically for the regular withdrawals service and 
cannot be used for any other purpose. 

Can a regular withdrawal be set up without a regular withdrawal portfolio?

No. 

What do the status symbols/icons mean on the Platform Dashboard page?

Alert Symbol Description

Active though not In Progress.

System is processing the instruction.

Withdrawal will fail without intervention.

Withdrawal has failed.

SIPP or Bond instruction awaiting provider confirmation.
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